Civilizations Performance Task

Creative Consultancy Rubric
Areas of Assessment

Exemplary

AtL:
Communicator

Approaching
*Took notes, but mostly copied
ideas directly from resources

Beginning

*Took notes in own words

*Took notes, mostly in own words

* Covered topic with appropriate and
accurate information
*Steps nomads need to follow to setup
their civilization is complete and logical
*All ideas are based on historical evidence
and backed up with specific examples.
*Content vocabulary is used correctly
throughout.

*Covered topic with accurate information *Some information on the topic
* Steps nomads need to follow to setup loosely covered
their civilization is complete, but not
* There are steps for nomads to
logical and/or based on historical
follow to setup their civilization,
evidence
but it is incomplete or illogical and
*Most ideas are based on historical
not based on historical evidence
evidence and backed up with specific
*A few of the ideas are based on
examples.
historical evidence and backed up
*Content vocabulary is included. It is
with specific examples
mostly used correctly.
*Begins to include content
vocabulary.

*You communicated all of your ideas
clearly using effective design guidelines.

*You communicated most of your ideas *You communicated some of your *You communicated very few of
clearly using effective design guidelines. ideas clearly using effective design your ideas clearly using effective
guidelines.
design guidelines.

*You made eye contact with your audience
throughout the presentation
*You faced your audience throughout the
presentation
*You spoke at a volume that allowed all
audience to clearly hear
*You spoke clearly, at a pace that allowed
your audience to understand all of our ideas
*You engaged your audience by using
expressive speech and body language
throughout the presentation.

*You made eye contact with your
*You made eye contact with your *You did not make eye contact
audience for most of the presentation
audience for some of the
with your audience
*You faced your audience for most of the presentation
*You did not face your audience
presentation
*You faced your audience for some *You spoke at a volume that was
*You spoke at a volume that allowed all of the presentation
too quiet for your audience to
audience to clearly hear most of your
*You spoke at a volume that
hear
ideas
allowed all audience to clearly hear *You spoke too fast or slow for
*You spoke clearly, at a pace that allowed some of your ideas
your audience to understand your
your audience to understand most of your *You spoke clearly, at a pace that ideas
ideas
allowed your audience to
*You did not engage your
*You engaged your audience by using
understand some of your ideas
audience by using expressive
expressive speech and body language for *You engaged your audience by
speech and body language.
most of the presentation.
using expressive speech and body
language for some of the
presentation.

Note taking

Presentation Content

Proficient

*Took notes, but all ideas
directly copied from resources
*Information not relevant to the
topic
* There are no steps for nomads
to follow to setup their
civilization
*Ideas are not based on
historical evidence and/or
backed up with specific
examples
*Does not use content
vocabulary.

Presenting

AtL:
Communicator
Nonverbal Communication
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